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Keeper ARAM

Take Control of Password Security Throughout Your Organization
Keeper’s Advanced Reporting and Alerts Module (ARAM) lets you monitor employee password
practices and enforce security and compliance rules.

Using Keeper’s Advanced Reporting and Alerts (ARAM) module, IT
and security administrators can monitor any size user population;
receive real-time email, SMS text, or webhooks notifications of
unusual or potentially risky behaviors; and run custom reports for
compliance purposes.

Create Custom Reports for Internal Use or Compliance
Audits

This powerful module leverages the same strict zero-knowledge
architecture as the rest of the Keeper platform.

•	Over 100 event types broken down by category, such as
Security Events, Administrative Actions, or General Usage.

Get Real-Time Notifications of Security Events

•	Filter on User, Event Type, or Attribute (e.g., Record UID,
Shared Folder UID, or Geolocation).

Using ARAM, IT and security admins can get real-time
notifications via email, SMS text, or webhooks about security
events that could indicate security policy or compliance
violations, such as:
•

A user disabling multi-factor authentication (2FA).

•

A user setting a weak password or reusing a password.

•

A user sharing a password.

Use the ARAM Reporting Engine to create custom, time-based
reports for internal use, compliance audits, or both.

Export Security Event Data to SIEMs or Spreadsheets
Automatically feed real-time event data into an external
spreadsheet or SIEM solution, using webhooks to send only the
events you want to export. Currently supported SIEMs include:

•	Keeper BreachWatchTM events, including when users are
notified of high-risk passwords and when they have resolved
the issue.
You can customize alert thresholds to avoid alert fatigue to only
deliver the notifications you want, with the details that are most
important, to the people who need to get them.
Alerts can be delivered via email or SMS text, or use Keeper
webhooks to push alerts to Slack, Microsoft Teams, or your security
information and event management (SIEM) solution.

Monitor Password Usage Organization-Wide
Use the ARAM Reporting & Alerts Dashboard to get the big
picture of what’s going on with password security throughout
your organization. The Reporting & Alerts Dashboard displays the
most common security events that occur in your environment,
with trend lines to indicate whether the events are normal or
indicate a spike in a particular kind of activity.
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Easy to Use & Maintain
Set it and forget it! ARAM is designed to be easy to use and
maintain. There’s no scripting, REGEX, or syslog configuration
required, and once you’ve set everything up, everything else is
automated.
Keeper’s ARAM module is available as an add-on for Keeper
Business and Keeper Enterprise customers. Start a free trial of
the ARAM Module by contacting sales@keepersecurity.com.
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